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Abstract. The aim of the study is to solve reading comprehension problems of students in an EFL 
class through cognitive reading strategies. The study employed Classroom Action Research design 
in a reading class at Islamic Education Department at an Islamic university in Indonesia. The study 
consisted of two cycles. Each cycle consisted of planning, implementation, observation and 
reflection. The criteria of success were that ≥75% of the students must gain reading 
comprehension score of ≥75 and the number of students who participated actively during the 
reading class must achieve ≥75%. The results of cycle 1 revealed that 56.7% or less than 75% of 
the students gained score and 63.3% or less than 75% of the students who participated actively; 
consequently the revised plan for cycle 2 was implemented. The results of cycle 2 revealed that 
83.3% or more than 75% of the students gained score ≥75 and 86.7% or more than 75% of the 
students who participated actively during the reading class and therefore the cycle was stopped.  

1. Introduction  
Reading is an important skill in learning a language. The requirement of being knowledgeable in 

this global era can be fulfilled by reading. As stated by Wallace (1992), reading serves the wider role 
of extending our general knowledge of the world. This s also supported by Hood et al. (2005), the 
ability to read well in English will influence learning potential in all other areas. This can be fulfilled 
by the use of learning strategies which can also be applied in reading.   

There  are  two  kinds  of  learning  strategies  which  can  also  be  applied  in  reading, i.e. direct 
strategies and indirect strategies [17]. Direct strategies consist of memory strategies, cognitive 
strategies and compensation strategies. Meanwhile, indirect strategies are composed of metacognitive 
strategies, affective strategies and social strategies. Among these strategies, cognitive strategies and 
metacognitive strategies are the most popular strategies used in reading [20] [18] [6] [8].  

Metacognitive strategies in reading already known material, paying attention, finding out about 
language  learning, organizing, setting goals and objectives, identifying the purpose of a language  
task, planning for a language task, seeking practice opportunities, self-monitoring, and  self-
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evaluating. Meanwhile, cognitive strategies in reading identified are repeating, getting the idea quickly 
(skimming and scanning), using resources for  receiving and sending messages, reasoning deductively, 
analyzing expressions, analyzing contrastively, translating, transferring, taking notes, summarizing 
and highlighting [17].   

The cognitive strategies mentioned above are also in line with those identified by O’Malley & 

Chamot which include resourcing, repetition, grouping, deduction, imagery, keyword method, 
elaboration, transfer, inferencing, note-taking, and summarizing. The use of cognitive strategies in 
reading can help someone to be a proficient reader [16]. This is supported by the theories of cognitive 
reading strategies and the results of the study conducted [6] [8][18][10]. 

Since the number of research on cognitive reading strategies is still limited in Indonesia and 
a study on cognitive reading strategies to solve the students’ problems in reading comprehension is not 
yet investigated in the previous studies, this study attempts to fill the gap. The previous studies 
become parts of theoretical foundations the researcher uses in this study which is focused on 
employing cognitive reading strategies to improve the reading comprehension in an EFL class in 
Indonesia. 

The reading comprehension ability of the students at the Islamic Education Department of the 
Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teacher Science at Palu State Institute for Islamic Studies needs to be 
improved. It is observed that the achievement of the students in the reading classes has not been 
satisfying. Many of them still find difficulty to identify the topic and the main idea of the passage, 
to find the meaning of the unknown words, to identify the tone of the passage and the author's 
purpose, and to understand what implies in the text or inferring from the text. It is also noted that 
the students are not active in the process of teaching and learning in the classroom.  

2. Method 

  This research employed classroom action research (CAR). The steps of the CAR; planning, 
implementation, observation and reflection were implemented. The research was conducted in two 
cycles where each cycles consisted of four meetings. The setting of the research was at the Islamic 
Education Department Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teacher Science, Palu State Institute for Islamic 
Studies in Indonesia. The subjects were 30 students who enrolled in the English 1 class 2016/2017 
academic year. The data were collected by scoring individual reading comprehension and students’ 

active participation in each cycle. Field notes and observation were also conducted. The field notes 
were based on the classroom situation and interaction and the observation was based on the way 
individual students speak and respond during the class. The criteria of success were used in this study, 
namely: ≥75% of the students must gain reading comprehension score of ≥75 and the number of 
students who participated actively during the reading class must achieve ≥75%. 

3. Results  

3.1 Cycle 1 

Cycle 1 consisted of four meetings. In the planning phase, the lesson plan was prepared based on 
the syllabus and the previously identified problems. The identified problems are; difficulty to identify 
the topic and the main idea of the passage, difficulty to find the meaning of the unknown words, 
difficulty to identify the tone of the passage and the author's purpose, and difficulty to understand 
what implies in the text or inferring from the text. The instructional objectives were used as the 
basic of the selection of the possible instructional material which related on the Islamic topic. The 
students were arranged in pairs. Each pair was assigned to discuss their problems in understanding the 
content of the text during their English study period. The researcher prepared a reading text which 
related to Islamic topic then distributed to each pair, there was one text for each student to be 
discussed.  

It was decided that the scoring system was based on the individual score gained by the students in 
answering the questions based on the reading text correctly. In the implementation phase, the three 
phase technique, pre-reading, while-reading, and post-reading was implemented. During the pre-
reading, the purpose of the study and the instructional objectives were introduced. The students were 
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divided in pairs so there were fifteen pairs. The placement of the students in pairs was done based on 
their tablemate. Then each pair was requested to read and discuss their reading text. In this phase, the 
students used dictionary to find the meaning of important and unknown words such as the title and the 
first line of the text. In the while-reading phase, the students were demanded to employ skimming-
scanning, guessing the meaning of a word from the context, considering other sentences to figure out 
the meaning of a sentence, and repetition strategy. Skimming involves searching for the main ideas 
the speaker wants to get across, while scanning means searching for specific details of interest to 
the learner, and repetition is the strategy of reading a passage more than once to understand it 
more completely. Then the students were asked to answer the questions based on the text. Next the 
students’ pairs were requested to present their answer from the questions based on the text in 
front of the class. There were four pairs in meeting 1-3 and three pairs in meeting 4 because there 
were fifteen pairs from the total number. After pairs’ presentation, the others pairs were given 
opportunity to comment, argue, or even ask questions to the presenter. This interaction was 
observed by the researcher, individual active participation was check-listed in the column that has 
been previously prepared and notes were jotted down based on the classroom situation during the four 
meetings implementation phase. In the post-reading phase, the students were asked to employ 
summarizing strategy. Summarizing is making a written summary of new information gained 
through reading. It enables the students to grasp the original text better. The class was ended up by 
highlighting how to employ cognitive reading strategies. The achievement of the set criteria in cycle 1 
is graphed in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The results of cycle 1 

 
 The figure indicates that there are still quite a few students who have not passed the set criteria. The 

results are also presented in the percentage table as can be described in Table 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 1. Results of cycle 1 

 

 The data indicate that there are still 13 or 43.3% of the subjects who have not passed the set criteria. 

<75 % ≥75 % 
Cycle 1 13 43.3 17 56.7 
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Since the criteria of success were planned based on the individual gained score and active 
participation, the results of the observation on the students’ active participation are graphed in figure 
2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The results of the observation in cycle 1 

The figure indicates that there are many students who are not active during the discussion and 
meetings in cycle 1. The number and the percentage of the students who are not active are presented in 
table 2. 

 

 
 

 Active % Not Active % 

Cycle 1 19 63.3 11 36.7 

 

Table 2. The results of the observation 
 

 In the reflection phase, it is concluded that the criteria of success has not been achieved and that the 
revised plan must be prepared. Consequently the research has to continue to cycle 2. The results of the 
reflection indicate that there must be improvement in the process of the teaching and learning 
procedures. 

3.2 Cycle 2 

 Cycle 2 consisted of four meetings. The pairs in cycle 2 were the same students as the pairs in cycle 1. 
In the planning phase, the revised plan, the way of topic given for each pair was revised. Each pair 
freely chose and decided one topic of reading text based on their interest. The reading texts were 
provided by the researcher from many sources. There were five reading texts provided by the 
researcher in this cycle. Before starting the teaching and learning process, every member of the pair 
was assigned to read the chosen topic individually and then read and discuss the reading text in pair. 
The implementation phase in cycle 2 was the same as the one in cycle 1; pre-while-post reading. 
However, the employment of cognitive reading strategies in pre and while-reading were revised. In the 
pre-reading phase, the students were guided and requested to employ inferencing strategy. It is 
represented by the strategy of using the title to predict the content of the text and paying attention 
to words or phrases that show how text is organized. In while-reading phase, the students were 
demanded to employ inferencing, elaboration, and note-taking strategy. Inferencing strategy was 
used in this phase was guessing the meaning of a word from the context and skipping the unknown 
words. And elaboration strategy used in this phase was thinking about previous knowledge on the 
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topic of the text or associating to the students’ background knowledge, while note-taking is writing 
down key words and concepts in abbreviated verbal, graphic, or numerical form while reading. It 
makes students active participants in their learning, helps them organize important concepts, 
remember information, and becomes one of their study aids. In post-reading phase, the students were 
guided and demanded to summarize the main ideas of the paragraphs and the researcher focusing 
ended up the class by highlighting how to employ inferencing, elaboration, and note-taking strategy 
which are parts of cognitive reading strategies.  The results of cycle 2 are graphed in figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. The results of cycle 2 

 
The data in figure 3 indicate that only few students who get lower than the set criteria and the ones 
who achieved the set criteria increased. The number and the percentage of the students who have 
achieved the set criterion are presented in table 3. 

 
 

 <75 % ≥75 % 

Cycle 2 5 16.7 25 83.3 

 

Table 3. Results of cycle 2 

The data in table 3 indicate that 25 out of 30 or 83.3% have achieved the criteria of success and only 5 
out of 30 or 16.7% who have not passed the set criteria. The active participation of the students in 
cycle two was also observed. The data of the active participation are graphed in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Participation of the students in cycle 2 

 
The data in figure 4 indicate that not all of the students are active. There are still 4 students are not 
active. It can be seen also in Table 4 that 26 or 86.7% of the students are active and 4 or 13.3% of the 
students are not active. 

 
 

 Active %  Not Active % 

Cycle 2 26 86.7 4 13.3 
 

Table 4. Active participation 
 

The data in table 4 indicate that not all of the students participate actively during the classroom 
meetings in cycle 2 however; the students’ active participation has reached 86.7% or more than ≥75. 
Since the criteria of success have been achieved, cycle was stopped. 

 In the reflection of cycle 2, it is noted that the students’ achievement increase from cycle 1 to cycle 2. 

The improvement is graphed in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. The comparison of the achievement of cycle 1 and 2 

 The data in figure 5 indicate that the students who passed the criteria increase significantly from cycle 
1 to cycle 2. The same case applies to the improvement in the student’s active participation during the 
class meeting. The improvement in the student’s active participation between cycle 1 and cycle 2 is 

graphed in figure 6. 
 

 

Figure 6. The comparison of the active participation in cycle 1 and cycle 2 

 The data in figure 6 indicate that most of the students who are not active in cycle 1 become active in 
the classroom meeting cycle 2. The improvement of the students’ reading comprehension and the 
active participation during the classroom meeting is believed to be affected by the implementation of 
the revised plan. 

4. Discussion 

 The research question has been answered during the implementation of cycle 1 and cycle 2. The 
reading comprehension of the students gets improved through the employment of cognitive reading 
strategy in the reading class in two cycles. There are at least two potential factors that have been 
implemented during the cycles to overcome those problems, the first is the way to choose instructional 
materials (reading text) for each pair and the second is the instructional procedures which employed 
cognitive reading strategies. 
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4.1 The reading text selection 

 Referring back to the previous identified problems in the reading class difficulty to identify the topic 
and the main idea of the passage, difficulty to find the meaning of the unknown words, difficulty 
to identify the tone of the passage and the author's purpose, and difficulty to understand what 
implies in the text or inferring from the text,  It is noted that the way of selecting the topic of the 
reading text in cycle 1 holds important role. The change of the way of selecting topic of the reading 
text in cycle 1 and in cycle 2 provides the students with opportunities to choose topic of the reading 
text in which they are interested in. The opportunity to freely choose topics of the reading text given 
opens up wide possibility for the students to choose topic of the reading text which is contextual with 
their prior knowledge and based on their interest. This technique seems potential to create efficient and 
joyful learning to increase the students active participation in reading class and to improve their 
reading comprehension ability in the following ways; Firstly, the topic of the reading text that the 
students is interested in motivates them to read and discuss with others; Secondly, the students should 
have got previous knowledge and experiences related to the topics and consequently there have been 
at least stock of vocabularies related to the topics of the reading text; Third, when the topic is 
contextual and related to their prior knowledge, the students get opportunities to hear or even to listen 
to the topics in their daily encounter and hence help them broaden their understanding of the topics. 

4.2 The instructional procedures 

The second potential factor that has contributed to the way to solve the problems in reading 
comprehension and the improvement of the reading comprehension ability is the instructional 
procedures. The instructional procedures help solve the reading problems of the students in the 
following ways; firstly, the pre-reading phase, the students were guided and requested to use the title 
to predict the content of the text and paying attention to words or phrases that show how text is 
organized. This strategy helped the students to comprehend the content of the text in general case 
and in a very limited time. Secondly, in while-reading phase, the students were demanded to guess 
the meaning of a word from the context, skipping the unknown words, associating the text to the 
students’ background knowledge, and writing down key words and concepts in abbreviated verbal, 
graphic, or numerical form while reading. It makes students active participants in their learning, 
helps them organize important concepts, remember information, and becomes one of their study 
aids. Third, in post-reading phase, the students were guided and demanded to summarize the main 
ideas of the paragraphs and researcher focusing ended up the class by highlighting to guide the 
students in employing cognitive reading strategies more effectively. Finally, the scoring system which 
was based on the reading test during the classroom could train the students in employing cognitive 
reading strategies more effective and efficiently. In short, the implemented teaching and learning 
procedures in this CAR (Classroom Action Research) proposes three main phase, pre-reading, while-
reading, and post-reading. The steps can be briefly proposed as follows: 1) pre-reading: freely choose 
a topic of reading text for a pair, use the title to predict the content of the text and paying attention 
to words or phrases that show how text is organized; 2) while-reading: guess the meaning of a word 
from the context, skip the unknown words, associating the text to the students’ background 
knowledge, and write down key words and concepts in abbreviated verbal, graphic, or numerical 
form while reading; 3) post-reading: summarizing the main idea of the text. 

5. Conclusion 
 The implementation of cognitive reading strategies improves the reading comprehension ability of the 

students. The improvement in the reading comprehension is seen in the individual student in 
answering the questions based on the text correctly, the ability to use the title to predict the content 
of the text, to guess the meaning of a word from context, and to consider other sentences in the 
paragraph to figure out the meaning. There are two ways on how the improvement is achieved using 
the cognitive reading strategies; the first is the reading text selection provides the students with 
opportunities to choose topic of the reading text in which they are interested in. The opportunity to 
freely choose topics of the reading text given opens up wide possibility for the students to choose topic 
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of the reading text which is contextual with their prior knowledge and based on their interest. This 
technique seems potential to create efficient and joyful learning to increase the students active 
participation in reading class and to improve their reading comprehension ability; the second is the 
instructional procedures of cognitive reading strategies which cover various strategies such as 
resourcing, repetition, deduction, skimming-scanning, elaboration, inferencing, note-taking, and 
summarizing help the students to understand the text and motivates students to actively participate in 
the classroom teaching and learning process. These procedures allow the students to actively 
participate in the classroom teaching and learning process such as asking questions and discussing in 
pairs. The implementation of the cognitive reading strategies in the instructional process allow the 
students to read the text individually and then in pairs prior to classroom teaching and learning. The 
findings imply that cognitive reading strategies potentially improve the reading comprehension of the 
students in the EFL class teaching at the university level. 
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